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The Best.     As a Standard. 

Security, precision and speed: 

the requirements  

demanded of labelling  

systems for healthcare  

products are higher than  

in any other sector. For  

more than 20 years, HERMA 

has been finding solutions  

to the industry‘s most  

challenging applications – 

highly flexible concepts,  

but with a reliability and  

efficiency that only a  

standardised system from 

modular series production  

can afford.



The Best. As a Standard. For more Efficiency.

Today‘s systems from HERMA are already fully equipped for Track & Trace and  
serialisation tasks, such as those arising from EU directive 2011/62/EU and other  
regulations. We have likewise developed compelling solutions that meet  
tamper-evidence requirements.

More and more markets are demanding sophisticated precautions to ensure the traceability of pharmaceutical packaging. 
Consequently, all conventional printing, monitoring and rejection systems can be easily integrated in HERMA labelling 
systems.   

An international bestseller: the wrap-around 
labeller 132M HC is the premier choice whenever 
maximum performance is required without any 
compromises.

Maximum security
Everything is based on qualified machines and  
processes. High-performance printing, camera and 
monitoring systems therefore create the greatest 
possible degree of print, code and label security in 
HERMA labelling machines – including the controlled 
removal of defective products or labels.

Comprehensive qualification
HERMA labelling systems are always qualified  
according to the customer‘s individual wishes and 
needs – from hardware and software specifications, 
FMEA, traceability matrices, IQ and OQ, to factory  
and site acceptance tests.



The Best. As a Standard. For more Efficiency.
Return on investment
Thanks to our highly developed modularity, even  
our standard machines can solve complex healthcare 
challenges. The benefits for our customers include 
lower costs, more stable production processes and  
superior reproducibility of results at different locations.

Excellence right from the start
For the consistently high quality of our healthcare 
systems, excellence in processes and manufacturing 
plays a crucial role, especially in the context of sharply 
increasing output. In this connection, our production 
facility in Deizisau is setting new industry standards.

The modular structure of HERMA‘s systems not only 
allows change parts such as rotating star wheels to be 
changed quickly and in many cases without the need for 
tools, but also helps to ensure the long-term and global 
availability of spare parts.

Ease of use, ergonomic design, short 
setup times, and simple format changes 
– with these features, the 132M HC  
enables especially economic  
wrap-around labelling.
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Series benefits
At the heart of every HERMA system are the high- 
performance, fast and compact applicators HERMA 
400. Their series manufacture, with several thousand 
units being produced each year and an unvarying  
geometry, ensures optimum reliability and consistent 
user-friendliness.

Reliable partnership
You can count on HERMA: as a family-owned business 
for 110 years, we believe in the value of relationships 
that last – one more reason why our customers can 
rely on the security of supply of all our service and 
maintenance activities in the long term.

As well as covering all conventional types of labelling, 
HERMA systems also dispense special materials such as 
booklet, documentation and hanging labels with precision, 
speed and exceptionally smooth operation.

Strong customer support
Our service engineers provide on-site support around 
the world. To ensure the high operational availability 
of our systems in international locations, components 
and spare parts can be ordered online around the 
clock: www.herma-components.com.
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+49 (0) 711 / 7702-855
    healthcare-machines@herma.com
      www.herma-labeler.com 
 www.youtube.com/HERMAlabeler

EU directive 2011/62/EU requires precautions  
to be taken which immediately reveal whether  
a pharmaceutical packaging has been opened 
(„tamper-evidence“). HERMA has already developed 
a special labelling system for this purpose.

The Best. As a Standard. For more Efficiency.



HERMA GmbH
Labelling Machines Division   Tel. +49 (0) 711 / 7702-855
Plochinger Straße 48    healthcare-machines@herma.com
73779 Deizisau, Germany     
       

www.herma-labeler.com 
www.herma.com
www.herma-components.com
www.youtube.com/HERMAlabeler
www.linkedin.com/company/hermalabeler
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